Turpentine, food grade: Cancer/Parasite/Yeast
Remedy more Helpful to my Case than Cesium Chloride or other?
I've grown a small following on my second YouTube channel, 'vinyasi' (my first channel was 'dmsoi'). A fellow going by the name of Cayce wanted so desperately to call me up. I didn't want to talk to anyone, needless not to strangers. But a tip from a friend convinced me that I was probably being peevish or something. So, I allowed this Cayce to talk to me to ask me some question. But it was what he wanted to share with me (he sounded desperate) that may be far more valuable than I could have dreamed of. Turpentine: www.DiamondGForestProducts.com.
I knew of it, and heard of it prior to now, but thought it too weird to give it a try back then. But now, I gave it a try, but only sporadically since it gave me headaches. Well...
Back in 1987-ish, I had an MRI to determine if the psychiatrist was right whether or not I showed signs of schizophrenia. He was convinced since the scan displayed a slightly larger ventricle on one side over the other. These ventricles come in single pairs and are in the direct center of the brain. I believe the east Indian culture calls these ventricles, the cave of Brahma?
Cayce said that parasites can't live in a body which takes turpentine.
I found that I have to take the stuff with food. I'll cook a pot with only a few drops and a mildly annoying pressure style headache will come on.
I drank the waters from the streams of Hawaii back in 1979 for six weeks without sterilizing them thinking that what a good boy I was eating a 100% raw food vegan diet that would protect me from harm. It did, from acute illness, but not from chronic due to the massive inoculation of probable toxoplasmosis bearing parasites along with whatever else were in those streams?
The parasites of toxoplasmosis form cysts in the brain and have been known to modify animal and human behavior, as studied by one of the heads of NAMI (E. Fuller Torrey; National Association for the Mentally Ill).
What if I'm killing off parasites, plus yeast who feed on the ammonia effluent output from same, none of which would have been affected by the other alternative cancer treatment modalities which I've tried, such as: liquid cesium chloride, apricot pits, zapping, magnetic pulsing, chlorine dioxide, DMSO, rosemary oil, etc?
It's said that the first reaction of a successful cancer healing modality can be a rise of body temperature: a fever. I'm not experiencing that, but I've had to reduce the thermostat in my house by ten degrees to help alleviate the head pressure style headache which turpentine or pine rosin seem to consistently produce. Another healing reaction is an initial swelling of the tumor which can put pressure on vital organs nearby. What if swelling can be had by any yeast colony undergoing rapid kill-off regardless of whether it is inside a tumor or not?

